Occupational cohort studies use the same basic design intrinsic to all epidemiological cohort studies: a group of subjects free from the outcome of interest is followed over time, and the rates at which the outcome develops are compared for cohort members possessing various levels of risk characteristicS. To a certain extent, however, the analytical approaches to occupational and non-occupational cohort research have evolved somewhat differently. Non-occupational cohort studies (such as the Framingham heart study') involve an internal comparison of disease rates among the exposed and unexposed subjects, whereas estimation of risk in the occupational setting has traditionally been relative to groups external to the study, comparing the rate of outcome of cohort members to, say, the rates in a national or regional population.
As is widely recognised, there can be problems in relying only on external comparisons.2 Standardised morbidity or mortality ratios (SMRs) are computed by comparing the observed number of deaths, or other outcome of interest, in the cohort with the number expected based on national or other population rates. Usually the source of standard rates for an SMR is external to the cohort, although occasionally an internal source is used. In this paper the standard is assumed to be external except where otherwise stated.
Age and sex differences between the cohort and the standard population are accounted for in construction of the SMR, but most other demographic, social, and economic potential confounders are not. Also, workers in general are healthier than the population as a whole3 4; however, the degree of bias from this healthy worker effect is usually not estimable with any certainty. Also, SMRs for different cohorts are not strictly comparable with each other, with the amount of bias dependent on the magnitude of differences in the age structures of the cohorts. 5 Internal comparisons are the comparison of risks between cohort members with different levels of exposure. Although the precision of internally derived relative risks is generally lower than SMRs based on external standard rates, the validity is usually higher, which is almost always the more important consideration. 6 November 9th 1970,"1" whereas a study that for convenience used an occupational cohort (employees of three pharmaceutical companies in Basel, Switzerland) but examined nonoccupational exposures (plasma concentrations ofvitamins A, C, E, and carotene v cancer mortality)'4 was excluded.
Cohort studies were defined as those in which subjects were classified by their risks and then followed up over time to determine an outcome. Follow up could be either prospective or historical. Because the focus was on cohort methods of analysis, reports that analysed only nested case-control studies were excluded, as were those that computed only proportionate mortality ratios or used only matched subjects (such as twins).
In cohort studies, the outcome can be either time to occurrence of an event or just presence or absence of the event itself. Outcomes of interest in this review were one time events such as overall or cause specific mortality, cancer incidence, development of coronary heart disease, infection with human immunodeficiency virus, adverse pregnancy outcome, disability, etc. Some investigations concerning outcomes that could occur more than once-for example, back injury resulting in lost work time'5-were included if the analysis concentrated on the first time the event occurred or if the outcome was defined as ever or never. Studies of only continuous physiological outcomes, such as measures of respiratory function, were not included.
Studies were first categorised into broad groups based on whether they used an external or internal comparison group, or both, in the analysis. The next step was to classify studies by the methods of external or internal comparison that were performed.
Sometimes the comparison group was not easily categorised as external or internal. In these situations we used a certain degree of judgement. We defined internal controls as non-exposed (or low exposure) subjects with generally similar levels of record review, interviews, measurement of potential confounders, etc, as were available for the exposed cohort.
Thus, in a study of respiratory disease among workers in a cement factory in Aalborg, Denmark,'6 the comparison group of a sample of other Aalborg residents who did not work in cement factories was considered internal, because these people were also surveyed for smoking, lung function, and other relevant factors.
Standardised rate ratios (SRRs) are used to make internal comparisons between subgroups of the cohort, with direct adjustment of the rates with the entire cohort as the standard population. Unlike SMRs, for SRRs direct comparisons can validly be made between cohort members; therefore, studies with SRRs were classified as internal comparisons.
In instances where the same cohort appeared in more than one published paper, each report was counted separately. Usually, different risk factors or outcomes were being examined. Sometimes one publication reported on the full cohort whereas another focused on only a subset. In one instance separate analysis of two different cohorts appeared in the same paper. ' either differences in terminology (a study that reported results as standardized incidence ratios would be classified under SMR) or use that could be inferred. In one report, for example, directly age adjusted mortality rates were computed and compared for subgroups of a cohort with the person-year distribution of the entire cohort as the standard. I" We classified this as a standardized rate ratio analysis even though it was not stated as such in the paper. (SMRs were also computed in this study.) Results A total of 200 occupational cohort studies published in 1990-91 were identified. Of these, 104 (52%) conducted only external comparisons, 46 (23%) conducted only internal, and 50 (25%) conducted both. Table 1 lists the journals in which the studies were published, along with a breakdown of the number of studies that used internal comparisons and number that used multivariable modelling.
All 154 studies that used an external reference group computed standardized morbidity or mortality ratios. Table 2 shows the sources of the rates of a standard population used in these studies. Over half used only a national standard, and another 15% used national and state or regional rates. Thirteen studies from Scandinavian countries took advantage of linkages between occupational information in their census records and cancer registry and mortality data to get reference rates specific to employed people, which helps mitigate the healthy worker effect.
Besides the factors adjusted through standardisation (generally age, sex, and year), 14 of the studies that computed SMRs presented additional external analyses that controlled for other potential confounders. These studies used an SMR type of Poisson regression, in which the rates of the external standard population were incorporated into the model as the baseline, rather than having the baseline rates estimated from the cohort as is typical in the Table 3 shows that internal multivariable modelling was conducted in 40 of the 200 studies (20%). Use of proportional hazards, Poisson, and logistic regression was divided about equally among these studies. Although it was often not explicitly stated, the multiplicative forms of the models were apparently usually used as results were generally presented as estimates of hazard ratios, rate ratios, or odds ratios. One investigation used a linear relative risk model.20 In another study,2' both multiplicative and additive Poisson models were tried; because the multiplicative form had a better fit, only these findings were shown. The study that performed both proportional hazards and Poisson regression22 also fits the more general Breslow-Storer relative risk model, which allows for estimation of whether the independent variables act multiplicatively, additively, or otherwise.2' (Also, non-multiplicative models were examined in two of the reports that used Poisson regression with an external standard. 24 25) Of the studies that used proportional hazards regression, two used parametric forms of the baseline hazard-one Weibull26 and one Gompertz.27 The rest apparently treated the baseline hazard non-parametrically, with the technique originally described by Cox.7 Four of the papers that used the proportional hazards model were actually different analyses of the same cohort. 28" In three of the studies that performed logistic regression,'2'4 the unit of observation was a person-time interval rather than an individual subject, which is the usual method. With person-time units elements of time can be incorporated into the logistic model. This approach is discussed further in the discussion section.
It is of interest to note that, of the studies that conducted internal comparisons through multivariable modelling, 14 (35%) also computed SMRs. In some instances, the external comparisons were actually the main focus of the analysis, with modelling performed only to specifically examine one aspect of the study. Table 3 shows investigations that used nested case-control or matched cohort analysis as the only methods of internal comparisons, but analyses of SMRs were also used in these studies.
Nine studies that computed SMRs used an internal group as the source of the standard rates. For example, in a report by Tsai et all' the expected number of events that occurred among chemical workers exposed to epichlorohydrin were based on outcome rates of workers at the same plants who were not exposed to this chemical. Such studies are listed as internal SMR studies (table 3) . (These should be distinguished from ones that simply compared, say, nationally standardised SMRs for different subgroups of the cohort, which were not considered to be internal comparisons.) Discussion Although many of the papers we reviewed were relatively clear in their statement of methods used, quite a few lacked important methodological details, including the number of subjects in the cohort, the length of follow up, and the source of standard population used in the computation of SMRs. Assumptions underlying the statistical techniques used were most often not stated, nor was there usually any mention of whether these assumptions were checked. Also, studies would occasionally report that an analytical method was used, but never present the accompanying results.
The main conclusions of this survey are: that SMRs continue to dominate as the principal analytical tool in occupational cohort studies; and that no predominant choice for multivariable modelling has emerged from among the alternatives.
USE OF SMRS
We found that over 75% of occupational cohort studies published in 1990-91 reported SMRs, and about half reported only SMRs. Furthermore, most studies that performed some type of internal comparisons also presented SMRs. This is similar to a small survey of 20 occupational cohort studies of cancer that were published in 1982 in Am J Epidemiol, Br J Ind Med., and J Occup Med.
Saracci and Johnson36 found that 19 of-the 20 used the SMR as the primary analytical technique for the control of time dependent variables such as age.
There are undoubtedly several reasons for the continued predilection for SMR analyses. Sometimes, because of the data source, external comparisons are the only possibility. In an investigation of mortality among newspaper printers exposed to low levels of lead, records of the New York Typographical Union No 6 were used to identify all male members employed at two New York City newspapers. 37 The SMRs were computed to compare the mortality experience of the cohort to that of the entire New York City male population because data for differentiating level of exposure among the printers were unavailable. On the other hand, some studies that have quantitative or qualitative exposure estimates, or have an unexposed comparison group, still compute SMRs exclusively. The reasons the available data were not used more fully were usually not stated. One possible reason is small study size that would adversely affect analyses with internal comparison groups. For example, in an historical cohort study of cancer mortality in laboratory workers, Belli et al had access to a non-exposed group who worked in the same building, yet only SMRs were presented. 38 This was most likely because just eight deaths from cancer occurred among the 345 non-exposed workers over a 30 year follow up period.
Another reason for continued use of SMRs is likely to be the greater effort required to assemble the required information from a comparison group, even when such a group might be available. For example, a study of German workers exposed to dioxin specifically mentioned that they did not use an internal control group because it would br very time consuming and difficult to assemble and follow up an unexposed cohort (especially given the laws on access to data in Germany), and because national death rates are a more stable source of comparison data. '9 We suspect that another reason, however, is the comfort level that investigators, and perhaps readers, of occupational studies have with SMRs. This will possibly change as modelling techniques become more widely taught and subsequently used.
Relating to the choice of comparison populations on SMR studies, we found that most studies that used SMR analyses used national rates for computing the expected number of events in the cohort. This should not be surprising given the generally greater availability of national vital statistics coupled with the fact that a large population will have more stable rates than a smaller one. Yet a national population is usually less representative of the population from which the cohort was derived in terms of the prevalence of exposure to a wide range of potentially confounding variables. In recognition of this, three investigations that used all of England and Wales as the standard population used "correction factors" to adjust for the known differences between rates in the local areas that the workers-were from and the rates for the entire country.4"4'
A disadvantage of a very small comparison area, such as a region closely surrounding a factory under study, is that the cohort itself could make up a sizable proportion of the standard population, which would bias the SMRs toward 100. Also, the usual test of significance for SMRs is based on the assumptions that the observed number of events follow a Poisson distribution and the rates in the standard population are fixed." This assumption may be violated when a small group is used as the source of standard rates, although there are alternative tests available.
A few of the studies that computed SMRs adjusted for multiple confounders through Poisson regression, with the external population used as the source of the baseline rates in the model. For discussions of the SMR Poisson model, see Breslow"' and Frome et al. 44 Such an approach is also possible with the proportional hazards model,5 6 but we found no instances of this.
USE OF MODELLING
When internal comparisons were performed with regression modelling, proportional hazards and Poisson regression were found to be used about equally. These two models give very similar results in most circumstances,5 11 so choice between them is probably based on familiarity and ease of use in a given situation, as well as the availability of computer software.
Quite surprisingly, logistic regression was used as frequently as the proportional hazards and Poisson models, even though it does not directly model follow up time. It has been shown that the results from the logistic model will closely approximate those from the proportional hazards model when follow up time is short, the outcome is rare, the relative risks associated with the independent variables in the model are not large, and the underlying hazard rate is constant.4549 Unfortunately, the degree of divergence when these conditions are not met has not been well studied.
Three studies fit the logistic model with data in the form of person-time intervals rather than in the usual person format. This approach is accomplished by dividing the follow up period into intervals, and the number of subjects at risk and outcome events in each interval are counted and summed across intervals. The logistic model is applied to the summed data. By doing this, between subject differences in follow up time can be incorporated into the analysis by subjects who only contributed person-time information to the data for as long as they are under observation, and within subject variations in covariate values over time can be accounted for by the values of variables for an individual being allowed to change from one person-time interval to the next. Use of person-time at risk data is essentially the method suggested as a way to use logistic software to estimate Poisson regression50 and is very similar to several modified versions of logistic regression that have been introduced for analysis of cohort data. 49 60 Finally, a recommendation that can confidently be made is for improvement in the reporting of methods and issues related to analysis in occupational studies. Peer reviewers and journal editors should require a full report of the techniques used, as well as any important assumptions about the data. Greenland has made a similar recommendation.6' There continues to be deficiency in the provision of relevant details that would help readers to interpret authors' conclusions in fuller light of the statistical tools used.
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